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he enhancement of women's participation in cooperatives is an iss e '
many countries. ' In the. Philippines, women represent half of the
cooperatives' members, but are nevertheless widely underre resented. in

leadership POSitons. '

One approach to enhance women's participation in Coo^eratives o1'
and decision making is to improve their skills for leadershi and in
functions.

However, at the same time it is necessary to increase the awaren
among men and women - of the gender differences, so that the different d
are recognized and the potentials fully utilized. Gender Awareness Tra' '
(GAT) is an approach addressing int3n and women aiming at sensitiZin them
for gender-related. problems. Gender awareness trainin is conc ' d ' h h
social relationships between men and women and this manner in hi h' h
relationships are constructed. The approach is based on the assum t" .th .
different roles in society -result in different. needs. Awareness r ' ' b
gender 'differences. in sopiety is a first step to identify and integrate the s ecial
potentials and needs 'of men and women in the cooperative sector. -

Measures to enhance women's role in cooperatives will have to c d
that an increased particij)ation of women depends widel on an jin
of the cooperatives' services for women and their acce tance as I
of men in decision-making positions. '

The material was adapted to the Filipino situation from a sim'I I,
developed by the rr. ,O Cooperative Project and Puslat enko I d '
The Filipino manual. has been simplified and shortened and th t
accordingly been adapted. The duration of the course was brouoht d fir
6 to 2-3 days. e

This manual- was produced under the Cooperative Entre retie lit f
Rural Development (CBRD) project, which was foilded b the Damsh
International Development Agency (DAN!DA) and implemented b the
International Labor Organization (ILO), in codtdination with the Coo erative.
DevelQpm6nt Authority (CDA), the Cooperative Union of the Phili mes
(Cup-), Agricultural Credit and COQperative Institut^ (ACCl), Coo I
Q'jarCco) d j . , ^P''es (CFPl), National Conf;sderation of Cooperativ^s
The trainers' manual has been pilot-tested with a Tou of CDA '
executives and Board members on 15 and 16 March 1994, b a
free-lance GAT/GST trainer, Mrs. Lilia Arandela, with the a ' t ' f
USAED-Win specialist, Fadnia Versoza. The findin s f th' I
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the coriuments of the trainers were incorporated. in the final text of the manual.

mother pilot testing of this manual was conducted at PUP Iasrntn Hostel on 29 - 31 August
1994 with a group of CDA Extension Office personnel and cooperative representatives. CDA,
PFWC, PVP & CFPl spearheaded the activity.

.
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I. The Targe^ Group

The course described in this manual is designated for:
@ cooperative trainers, consultants, extension workers,
@ cooperative BOD members and managers,
@ and all other persons, and institutions involved in supportiri^ or implementing

cooperative activities

Trainers and ponsultants or extension workers in cooperative. institutions ittight be
addressed as a special target group of this manual. -They are expected to disseminate the
gender-specific approach to cooperative members and leaders, either through special
gender awareness training or througl! an incorporation of .core elements- of the gender
approach into other courses in the field-of cooperative education. . However, this manual
does not'include specific training of trainers elements.

a. Training Objectives

The overall objective of the training is to raise the acceptance of participants towards
an equal participation of men and women in cooperative leadership positions, and to
enable .them to design cooperative. activities based on a gender-specific analysis of
potentials. and needs

In particular, after the workshop the participants should be able to:
@ explain'the difference between gender and sex and how this affects cooperative

activities;
@ identify the pioblems that hinder gel!der mainstreaming in cooperatives;
a'. enumerate action points leading to gender responsive policies and programs

for cooperatives; "
a. . pinpoint for application'the gender analysis tools suited to the cooperative

framework;
@ discuss the nature and extent of women's participation in cooperatives

3. The Trainers

Two to three trainers/focilitators are required to 'conduct the course and to provide
guidance to the working groups in a Gomprehensive way. ' They should be used:to work
together in ateam and may rotate tasks as facilitators in order to make the course as'lively
as possible. The facilitators should have sufficient experience with gender awareness
building in general and with the application of th^ gender analysis method in particular.
Besides that, they should have an understanding of policies and working mechanisms in
the cooperative sector, and they should be fomiliar with the methodolo^y of participatory
adult education.

' TIER 11^G- PROC^in

.
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4. . The Trainers' Manual

The manual is intended for the use of the trainers only. It describes how the training
might be conducted, session by session. The session guides provide information about
leafhing objectives, duration, proposed methods and materials 'needed. ' Additiohally,
special notes for the trainers. are exposed in boxes and' suggestions are provided how to
summarize the. sessions and how to explain the' meaning and the practical tele\;ajice of
each topic

The .hand-Outs for. the participants Contain strategic' definitions;' tools and media
related to the gender analysis method and describe the' tasks Of working groups during
th^ workshop. They can be reproduced as needed and might be used by the participants

fot further dissemination' of the appro^^^after the\*. orkshop'.' 'Allhatid-out materials are
place after each cliapter. ' ' .

The outline of the workshop .as' described in 'the manual can be adapted by'the
trainers according to 'their personal experiences an!I preferences and according to the
necessities which come up during the. course. " 'The manual'should 'be looked Upon 'as
source of. ideas rather than a definite lesson plan

5. Structure .Ginei Contents of the Course

I

..

. .,
_ , *.* . . ' . , .. . ., ,,*,,,. ,, .,.,.*.,,, ..,*,,,. ,,,*.*.,, .. *,. , . ,. ... .,.'j^,..,,..., ,\ *. .. , ... *., ,. . ,. , . . . t . ,, ,. '.,^j, ,;,. A ' "' " " I "" ' ' "" "' ' '

between for participants to digest first the gender sensitivity part b6fbre' goifi^ info"the '

.

more analytical part of the course. If this is not practically feasible, the focilitqtors should
make a' clear break- and summary of the first part, before discussing gender analysis.

The training consists of five modules. Each 'module comprises' of a number of
sessions. This should be regarded as 'a 'model outline' Which has to be adjusted according
to the actual needs of the participants 'and the duration of the workshop

Modules and sessions may be added or deleted as required and more .or less time
can be allocated for any part of the programme. This is particularly true for the following
modules

Module 2, aiimng at creating a general gender awareness, combines games focusing
on the participants' perceptions and gender roles with an introduction into women's role
irisooiety ing'eneral- and their participation in the cooperative sector in ^articular.

The games:focusing 'on men's and women's roles, on the sexual division of labour
and -their involvement in ,cooperatives provided in this' manual may be. completed with
other liarticipatory eketciSes' or left out if the participants"awarenes. s on these issu'es is.
regard^d -as sufficiently h^h. ' ' ' '- "' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' '

Module 3 is the introduction to the gender analysis method which provides the
tools for a gender-specific , situation analysis, may be supplement by an exercise -on

4
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programnie planning, if the participants are planners and decision-makers. It should
concentrate on problem identification, if the participants are more involved in -direct
implementation on field level. , - .

. According to experiences, it is recommended to conduct a field tri to a I the
gender tools in practice rather than using case studies, because it is a inuc!I more livel
and intensive exercise. Apart from enabling the' partici^ants' to better understand and
test the use of the gender tools under field conditions, this option is f;Ivotabl. e to roll
dynamics. As much as it is recomniended to include a field trip, it has to be decided b .
the wotkshop implementors in accotdarice with the organizational and financial ca acitie
available, if this option is realistic.

6. Trcilnlhg Approach Gind Meth^ds

T!roughout the course, a variety of training methods are used. Games and other
participatOry methods are mixed with plenary discussions and small Tou work. ' A art
from making the course as lively as' possible, the mix of different methods is seen a^ an
introduction to possible approaches which the. participants can later a I in course
organized by themselves. . - - - -

Participants should be involved in the implementation of the course as in h
possible. It is suggested to appoint a host-team of ^articipants eve da who ar
charge of monitoring and evaluation of the training of that-da , includin the - ro ' ' . f
energizers and ice-breakers. After the last session they give a feedback on the arti ' t '
and the trainers' performance and the achievements of the course so fa d k
suggestions for the- subsequent day. They may IISe aso called "reflection paper" (see
Hand-out 1:2).-' This approach creates a feeling of coinmbn responsibilit for the success
of the training among all participants and dintnishes the ga between trainer d t

7. Duration

The course with all topics provided in this' manual is desi ned for 't t th
days. The actual time needed can only be calculated after a definite I. e. s . I h b
prepared by the trainers in accordance' with their training needs as^essment (see Pr -
workshop questionnaire, Hand. out 1.1).

8. PIGinning the 'Course

When pieparing the course, the trainers should do the followin :

study the contents of this manual

identify the positions of the participants in cooperative institutions,
assess their exposure to gender issues and their level of brider
awareness. .and explore their expectations through apre-\\, orksho
questionnaire (Hand-o11t I . I),
prepare a tentaive course outline on the basis of this manual, ad'usted
to the needs of the participants; '

5
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get participants' view on the proposed course outline and make
adaptations as appropriate;

e. prepare the final programme

9. FC, anties, Material grid Equipment

The classroom should be arranged for discussions, not' for lecturing. Participants
should sit -in such a way that they can see each other's faces without restricting their view
to the board and screen (U, shaped airangements)

A chalkboard or awhiteboard and a flip chart are needed for most plenary sessions
and also. for group work. If such facilities are riot available, big paper sheets (Manila
paper) can be attached to the wall in order to document results with markers; In general,
materials should be as simple as possible, so that the course can be conducted in any
place. Although an overhead projector (oh^) with' accessories would be useful for the
presentations in plenary. sessions in modules'2 and 3, it could also be done without ifnot
available. The trainer should have alternative visual aids available: cartonnd, flipchart,
marina paper and flash cards.

The hand-outs for the participants must be xeroxed before the training, although it
may be necessary to' make more photocopies (e. g. from groups results) during t!16 course. .
,,. ... E. .,., . ',. ... J ... ... .... . ' ' . .' ".

: ,@ "'F^11^w', I ' "I^'r"^h^t^.^Gifsg***,,,,* **., t~,^'.'t'.,;.,$t, ,'* +* .,,*.,;, air*'.-",,- '-,'-",,. " , .,-^*',,,,'..,
" ' ... ' ,'. I. \. I. .. '.,'. .*. ', ,.. ' ':.,. ."....,'. ",',...' . '..;",~...

If the training was actually conducted in two parts, the following questions have
already been discussed after the one week to two months break (see also relevant session-
guide). Then the follow-up of the course consists offnonitoritig the implementation of
action plans, by visiting participants and discussing their experiences.

If the course was held in two to three consecutive days, a more thorouoh follow-
up is necessary. . Some months after the course, the participants should be visited by one
of the trainers to discuss the following questions.

a. Did the course have a practical effect on your work?

d

,

*" ' ' '

Did you chan^e your approaches based on the inputs received' duringthe workshop .

Could the workplan which: you prepared during the course be put
into practice? .

What difficulties did you face in implementing it?

What-feed-back'on the 'suggested new approaches did you get from
colleagues and coop. erators after the. course?

What 'flintier training would you need to consolidate and expand your
capabilities in gender awarenessbuilding and gender-specific planning?

b

C

d
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MODULE

I . Introduction to the

workshop

2. Gender Awareness

in the Cooperative
Sector

OBJECTIVE

The expectations of the
participants and the
objectives'and procedures of
the workshop are
levelled off

3. Gender Analysis

The participants question
their own perceptions on
gender roles. and identify
opportunities and obstacles
for women's participation in
cooperatives

SESSION

1.1 Opening Ceremonies
1.2 Introducing participants and staff
1.3 Priming Session

4. Action plan

Participants understand the
concept of a gender specific
approach in development and
are able to apply the gender
ahalysis method

2.1 Reflection on one's own personal
value system: Women's Role . Men's Role

2.2 The division of labor between men ahd
women

2.3 Women's participation in cooperative
activities

2.4 What is Gender- as opposed to sex
25 Gender Role Socialization

5, Workshop Evaluation

~. I

"

Participants are able to
design an action plan for the
application of the gender
specific approach in their
working environment.

DURATION

3.1 The purposes of Gender Analysis

3.2 Categories and tools of Gender
Analysis

3.3 Applying Gender Analysis
3.4 Strategic Practical Gender Needs

Participants become aware of
changes in their own
perception on gender roles
during the workshops, send
feedback to the trainers and

evaluate the learning process.

15 min.

30 min.

45 min.

METHODS

Lecture

Plenary
Exercises/

games

4.1 Problem Analysis

4.2 Designing an Action Plan

1.5 hour

I5 hour

2 hours

I hour

15 hours

.

MATERIALS

Games

Group discussion
Role plays

Hand-out 1.1
Blackboard

Hand-out 1.2
Hand-outs 1.3 + 14

Overhead Projector

5.1 Workshop evaluation

52 Closing' Ceremohies

I hour

I hour

Exercise

Group Disc.

Hand-outs 2.1 + 2.2

Blackboard + chalk

Hand-ovis 2.3 + 2.4 + 25

Hand-outs 2.6 + 2.7 + 28

+2.9 + 2.10

Blackboard + chalk

Hand-outs 2.11 + 2.12
+ 2.13 + 21.4

2 hours
30 min

Lecture and

discussion

Lecture and

discussion

Exercise

I hour

2 hours

Hand-outs 3.1 + 3.2 + 3.3

Hand-outs 3.4 + 3.5

Group discussion
Group work
Plenary

30 min.

15'min.

Hand-out 3.6

Hand-out 3.7

Hand-out 4.1

Hand-out 4.2

,

Group discussion
Lectures

.

Meta-plan. cards

.
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Session 1.1

Duration

Method

Hand-out 1.1
Materials

,

'During the registration, participants should be given a pre-workshop uestionnaire
(Hand-out 1.1) to fill in. The questionnaires should be collected before the o Grim CGre
start.

Opening Cereijrionie^ '
.
.

.There is 110 definite schedule for the opetiing ceremonies. This de ends on th I I d ' '
'left to themdgment of the workshop coordinators. A suggestion for the o n' ' I

as fqllows: ,

.

.

.

.

15-20. minutes

Speeches
Pre-workshop Materials
questionnaire,
Microj, hone, printed
opening program
flag, - presidential-table, etch

.

.

If t^ere is an official guest invited, ask Initi/Iler to include some ofth f U
speech:

. National Women in Development P61icy (refer to RA 7192).
' . Governnient policy towards the improvement of worneii's role in

It depends on the target group, where to put the emphasis: -on national
-policies, or on possible cooperative policies at a regional or To vincial Ie 'I.

I. Invocation (by one of the participants);
2. Parnbansang awit (by one of the participants);
3. Welcome remarks (by one of the worksliop coordinators);
41ntroduction of participants and staff (very briefly):
5. Message (by' an official guest). '

(Assign one of the \\, orkshop coordinators as emcee, to introduce
the speakers. )

.,

g

cooperatives

O The importance of a gender specific approach within a ro'ect or
cooperative:- ' '

. Local situation of \\, omen in cooperatives.

. Etc.

,

.

,
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SeSsi^n ,,= Introducing participants grid staff

Objective : Know the f ellow, participants grid members of the staff.
Duration : . 30 minutes

Materials : Blackboard, chalkbocird

functions of each.

Try to find a creative way to introduce participants. Remember that the first session sets the
tone. '. "

A. This can be done by way of having them interview and then introduce each other, with'
the following information

. Full name, and nickname;

. 'Position, institution, . and main duties there;

. Marital status, number. of 91nldren, hobbies etc. ;
Q Expectations of the workshop

B. This can also be done through a song:

Turnbaloy. -10y-joy
Turnbaloy-joy-joy
Turnbaloy
Turnbaloy
Tutiiibaloy
Ako si ..... (complete name)
1.1a taga ..... (office or birthplace)
Kung tatawagin ay ..... (nickname)'na lang
Kung sa mumjn ay .,... (favorite drink) lang
Kung sa babae/Iaiaki ay ..... (characteristic) po lamang.
Turnbaloyloy-joy (2x)
Turnbaloy (3x)
Etc

I
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If yes, please indicate title and main topics of the course, and where and when it was
conducted

3. Worksho ob'ectives and to ics

Themunediate Objectives of the Gender Sensitivity and Introduction to Gender analysis
training are as follows:

After the workshop, the participants should be able to:

* explain the difference between gender and sex and how this affects cobperative activities;
* identify the problems that' hinder gender mainstreaming in cooperatives;
o enumerate action points leading to gender responsive policies and programs for cooperatives;
* pinpoint for application' the gender analysis tools suited to the cooperative framework;
* discuss the nature and extent of women's participation in cooperatives

Do you propose additional objectives?

IFyes, - please state the additional. objective(s) which you regard as essential for the
planned workshop:

3.1

,

3.2

.

Do you have any suggestions/special wishes regarding the process and. methods of the
Workshop?

yes

If yes, please state:

.

I

.

3.3 Do you have other Suggestions?

nO

16



.

Name:

Age:

.

Education

I^'R^-WORKSHOP Q^jusnO^

Sex

I. Back round infomation

1.1.

1.2

Your current position

Main responsibilities

.

I. 3

Band-out 1.1

Does your job 'indude the design orimplementation of specific programs or projects
for women?

yes

If yes, please state

a) title of prograrnme/project

by main objectives of programme/project:

nO

.

1.4 Have you ever attended a workshop' or training course on Women In Development or
on 'gender issues?

yes nO

15



After the workshop, participants should be able to:

o explain the difference between gender and sex and how
this affects cooperative activities;

o identify the' problems that hinder gender mainstreaming in cooperatives;
* enumerate action points leading to gender responsive policies and

programs for cooperatives;
o pinpoint for application the gender analysis tools suited to the cooperative

framework;

* discuss the nature and extent of women's. participation in cooperatives

WORKSllOPOB, ,^^S

Hand-out 1.2

.

>
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I

2.

3.

4

All participants attend all sessions
We start' and end sessions on time

Everybody participates actively

We respect other participants' opinions, especially when their
ideas differ from our own.

Cooperation is essential to achieve art optimal output
We want to have fun while working and learning

wok^sinolP I^0^

5.

6

Hand-out 1.3

19





I.

DAILYE, :^^L^CmO^,^'AP^

What are your learnings for today?

2.

,

How would you apply your learnings in day to day activities,

whether official'or personal?

Hand-out 1.4

,

,,

3. What topics discussed today need some clarification? Please suggest on how to
improve the discussion?

I

4. Other comments.

.

21
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Session 2.1

Objective

Duration

Materials

Reflection on one's own personal value
s!, stem:- women's role Gind men's role.

: Participants become aware of their own value s^1stem
regarding the specific. roles of men grid women.

: I to 1.5 hour

: Whiteboard, nicinilci paper, markers, pentel pens
Hand-out 2.1 g "Wornei, 's Roles"

Hand, out a. = : "Roles of low Inc^me men grid wigmen within

the household grid coinmunitg"

*, .

", Tell the participants that they will play one or more games which will demonstrate that we
attach values to women's and men's role

Three games with diff erent goals are presented:

A, Women!spl"ce, men!spicee- whichis aimed at the participants' understanding their
own and other participants' degree of acceptance of gender specific roles.
Irko am I? - which is aimed at participants becoming aware of the roles theyB.

themselves perform and their freedom to choose or change these roles.
C. Whose h"t do IWCar? - which is aimed at participants becoming aware of the socially

ascribed .status of gender roles and the communication patterns relating to them

g Select one or niore of the games as presented in the following, depending on the available
time, and ask the participants to act

11^
GAME A:

3.1 The 9121^91ty^.. of this game is to make participants understand their own and other
participants' degree of acceptance of'gender specific role definitions

WOMEN Is PLA CE, MEN Is FDI CE

3.2 Read out statements on "Women's place and men's place" as follows

* Boys should get a better education than girls
Husband and wife should be equally responsible for looking after the children
Women should not go to co:op meetings at night.

* . The inari should have a bigger income than the woman
* Women are not good at decision-making

The woman is responsible for the management of the household birdget
Husband and wife decide together about major household expenses.
Men are more rational than women.

* Women are not good in leadership positions
* . Men are notable to look after small children
* Men should not cry

*

*

+

*

*

(45 minutes)
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o Women have the right to get loans without the' ap^roval of their. '!jusbands
* Men have the right to get loans without the approval' of their wives, '
* Men by nature are polygamous
* Women should not perform heavy- manual labour. '
* Husband and wife should participat^3 equally in the co-operative
* Little boys should help their mothers with the housework
o Women. with small babies should not- work Outside the'house.

* -Husbands should help their wives with the ht)usew6rk
* Women must decide-to use pills, of-other. family. PIa, rining devices

(Other statements can be added)

3.3 For each statement read out, participants are asked to either:
remain seated and

* raise their thumbs to show agre!sinent; ...
* turn their thumbs down to indicate disagreement;'
o fold their arms to show they are undecided or neutral

move around to three corners of the room';desi 'nated as follows

\

or

o first corner for those. who totally agree;
* second corner for those Who are neutral;
* third corner for those who totally disagree

Participants move from corner to corner according to their opinion of each statement

,

3.4. Use a tally sheet to mark participant's opinions:

I. Boys should
2. Husband and .

3 . Women

4. Etc

3.5. Make a quick evaluation of the answers and mark those with a 2:21a, Li^a^Q_f
Qp!^

\

3.6. Ask the participants to count which statements most of them agreed to and which ones
showed differing opinions

Agree

3.7. Ask the participants to justify their answers (only for statements that gave rise to a
polarization of opinions between those who agreed and those who disagreed)

3.8. Ask the participants for their reactions and how they 1:31t during the game. Write the
reactions on a manila paper and pin it to the wall

Disagree

26

3.9. SUITnnarize the game as under point 6.
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141
GAME B: rinO/IMJ?

4.1 The 9121^!jy^.. is to' make participants aware of the roles they perform and their
freedom to choose or change these roles

4.2. For this game marina paper, colored cards, and markers are needed.

4.3. Divide participants into two groups, a !lien's group and a wQmen's group. Give
both groups different colored. cards (green, blue, red and white)

45 minutes

4.4. Ask group members to think about their 'roles; at work, in their families and in the
coriumuriity

4.5. Ask them to decide, in respect of these roles, which they choose themselves, which
the are obli ed to fillfil, which the like and which the do not like.

The roles are noted on the colored card:

o Green for roles they choose themselves
* Blue for roles they have to fulfill.
o Red for roles they like
* White for roles they do not like.

ipin the cards on the wall. Women's cards are pinned beside men's cards of the same
color.

4.6. Ask one woman and one man to come to the front. The woman is asked to read out
the men's roles, and the inari the women's, beginning with "7728 role thQtl choose
for myse!fis. ... "

4.7. Participants together. evaluate the differences in the roles performed by men and
women. Which group had more self-chosen roles, more roles they had to fulfill, more
roles they liked and more roles they disliked?

4.8. Discuss the reasons for t^e differences and how the .roles which were not liked could
be changed

4.9. Ask the participants for their reactions and how they felt. during the game. Write the
reactions on' mania paper and pin it to the wall.

4.10. Summarize the game B as Under point 6
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It^
GAME c. WHOSE HAT Do I 111E/IR?

5.1. The 912j^^ is to make participants aware of the ^'ocially ascribed status of gender
roles and their own communication patterns relating to these status models

5.2. For this game, paper to fold into' hats and markers are needed

5.3. Select six participants, three women and three men, to be players

5.4. Give each a paper hat with a role label on it

(man)* Cooperative manager
, Board member (man)

(man)o Farmer

* Credit coriumittee member (woman)
(woman)* Cooperative employee

* Prospective cooperative member (woman)

The hats with men's roles are given to women, and those with women's roles to
men. The players themselves do not know their own roles

I^

5.5. Ask the players to engage in conversation with the other players to find out what their
own roles are, while the other participants observe the interaction and behavior of the
players

5.6. Let the participants discuss after the role play is finished :

* how was the players' way of communicating influenced by the status/role of their
dialogue partners, and

* how was their attitude influenced by the gender of their communication partners

,

After the participants have given their impressions of the game, summarize the session:
*,*...., ,.. . . .,. . * *** . .&... .*, .. , ..,.' .,. ** .'. ', . .:' ', * .,,.*\,' ., A, *..

,**' ~ *,.***>. ,<*; ' '"*:*...\,*:*. \ :* *.' ' .- * , '. ,***-*,** ,I***,\"* ' ,**,.**. ,,*.*,** '****,.>- 4:4 "*. e~*,,. ,:* ,:,-** **-*:**:*.;" S'* *. '4 ,*"**,,.', *,\&*:+* '*.** \"* *: ***:4'4 *,$.***

*$!$*$t@j*$1^$;$;$^$j4^&$$$*$$i;$$@tin$$3t;';$;@it\^#$$;*\$;#%$^;;$^;:;$%$'*$<$@$-<'$@14$a!;^;jibt$;!;;din;^it$*x@;$;*:;c#^$***\***$';*;,**$*?;***$*$%$;$*$**?**$*\\*$**:'*****4>**
;*^$**~*,-*#;*# **$.**$**TM**.****.$*$;***-****-\-,*.*.*,*,**%$*\**-<xi&*$-$;$*****'&;;^;^\'*;*; ,

;;$;^$$$$.t$it^;at;$;;:<*;^$;$1:$$@i^$^;$$ing;^i:&%$;^$^:@;*:*j^$@'$:^;^@;;*^;$$<**$$*$;;^$$$;i$;;^;as;$;$;@gin$;^t^Is;$^.@#$t;$^$@$;^;itit$t:^:t^@j$$$\;$^*^^$$jigj!;I
- *$:^^*.^*!!;S\*".**-*;-$-**$-***;,,***,;;<:*~**;****.;$*by, *:>;$**,*<* $******;*%,;*;:, **$*#***$$****,*4****:*;.;;$*\\\,***-?*#\*;;***r%*:**\/*<t31

5.7. Ask the participants for their reactions and how they tielt during the game. Write the
reactions on inariila paper and pin it to the wall
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#-%*$*;**$;'$313$$:*;$$$:$@it*j;:@^?**;,!^;;$&$$*;***$@;j$$3:6$,,*%t$4*,"*~#* ***&$;$",*-,?$*A^"*$$;-?\"44, $~..,$*$;;$*&*..*;e;$,**!;;;-$,;*@\;$;^$$;*;4i$^.$*':$*^$%%%-**$;:%$$;^I^^,$@^$@;$*;&,#*

Explain the term "role" and the difference between

, reproductive,
* productive, and
o social or community roles. .

I^I
Distribute Hand-outs -2.1 (Women's Roles) and 2.2. (Roles of low income men and women
within the household and community).

Ask the participants to read the handout for 10 Thinutes. Answer any question, and explain,
if necessary, any unclear points.

I^I Wind up by explaining the 8 B, urdens of a woman

* Bata (child)
o Bana (husband)
* Bahay (house)
+ EUkid (farm)
* Bayan (community)
* Baboy (pigs or other backyard project)
* Batok (domestic violence)
* Biyenan (in-laws)

.
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Session a. =. The division of labor between men Gind women

Objective

Duration

Materials

Tell the participants that this session will in different ways visualize the division of labor
between men and women. Select one Or more of the ways described below: ' '

: Participants understand the patterns of division of labor
between men grid women.

g 90 minutes

Whiteboard, Marina paper, markers, paper, television, var.
Hand-Out 2.3 : Poster Series.

.

.

A. Poster series on men's and women's activities:

The aim is to stimulate participants to discuss problems relating to the division of labor
in their own environment' (Hand-out 2.3).

B. ^^:

The aim is to have participants look at their own allocation of time and to become
aware that there is a difference in workload between men and women.

C. Video "The jin OSsible Dream

21

This video-tape can be borrowed from the National Coilrrnision on the Role of Filipino
Women and demonstrates in a humorous way the division of labour between husband
and wife on a typical working day.

METHOD A: POSTER SERIES ON WOMEN'S AND MEN'S ACTIVITIES

2.1. The 9121^^y^is to stimulate participants to discuss. the division of labor in their own
environment

2.2. For this a poster series (Hand-outs 2.3-A to 2.3-D) is needed

2.3. Ask participants to form smallgroups. Distribute the posters on the'division'of laborin
a rural fomit!Ig community to the groups and ask them:

+ ' What do they see?
* Do they recognize the situation?

2.4. Ask each group to give. a short report on their findings. (The posters 2.3-A to 2.3-C
show women doing most of the work and at least two things at the same time, ' while
the man concentrates on only one, Poster. 2.3-D gives an example of how work can be
shared. )

2.5. Summarize the discussion and the purpose of the session (see point 6)

30
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It^;. 11:1:1:;::::, n, ::::;, t!:14n^,':,,, ii, ,, ti, ,, ftim, ,frdbecome
aware of the differences in a man's and woman's workload

3.2. The material needed are paper, pens, maltla paper, and markers.

3.3. Ask participants to write down

o

o

o

o

all their daily activities from waking up in the morning to going to bt3d at night,
note how much time is spent on each activity, dividing them into:

productive activjti^^ (producing income in monq; or kind),reproductive activities (not calculable in terms o1money and aimed at the
reproduction and maintenance of human kind),
social activities,o

o free time (recreation and sleep)

3.4. On a separate piece of paper, participants should write down those activities which they
would like to do but do not have time for

3.5. In a ^16nary session, each woman participant enters the time spent on their activities on
the basis of the Classification as noted in point 4.3 on one sheet of paper. The men
participants do the same on a separate sheet of paper

3.6. Add the total of the time spent and calculate the average amount of time used for each
specific type of activity by the women's group and the men's group

3.7. Count the activities which the participants would like to do (point 4.4) for each group.

3.8. Discuss the various types of activities and ask whether there is a difference in the
allocation of time between men and women. .!:xamine the reasons for the difference
and how to overcome the imbalance.

Pay attention to the activities that participants would like to do and how. these wishes
can be fulfilled.

3.9. Summarize the discussion (see point 6)

For the analysis of participants' daily schedule and to compare the workload- of men
and women, you may introduce the "Activity Profile". Usin^; this profile, . activities
can be grouped as productive activities, reproductive activities and social activities.
(For details see Topic 3, Gender Analysis)

.
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,^!; . ROD C. I"lDEO: THE inIPOssrBLE DRE'4114
4.1. Show participants the video and ask them:

Summai th fh dhSummarize the purpose of the games and the outcome of the session.

' A lot of case studies relating to the sexual division of labor indicate that a woman's
workload is greater than a man's.

o What did they see?
o Did they recognize the situations?

A majorit of women work both at home or outside the home to increase the faintly'sincome. ^esides, these housework an4 childcare are, for the most part, done b the wives
alone, with only little help from their husbands.

For this reason, women have almost no free time, and their participation in SOCio-cultural
activities is therefore considerably lower than men's.

Is this acce^table?

The role of womenshould not be limited to the management of the home

On the contrary, women are expected to participate in colornunity activities, in, am on
others, cooperative activities. But women can only fulfill that expectation if they are
supported by their husbands. Only when men begin to accept a share of the work done b
their wives more fairly, both in the productive field as well as in the home, can the ho e for
participation of women in development become a reality.

I^

Depending on the available time and the kind of participants, the trainer could elaborate at
this point on the marginalization of women's work. The work that women do, both in the
productive and reproductive sphere, is very often not visible, because it is not reinunerated,
and therefore not expressed in the Gross National Product.

\

But: "The "repaidl@boy of women in the hoarseh014 ifgiven economic vQ/ale, wowld add on
es, jinared one thirc^ or $ 4 trillion, to the worlds anrindl economic prodz{ct. " ("Women
world survey", Ruth Sivard, 1985).

Use Hand-outs 2.4 (F'o0d production chain) and 2.5 ("Fancy and Fact") to demonstrate the
issue of women's marginalization further,

,

,

a

I

.I j
.~ ,
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Session 2.3 Women's- participation in cooperative activities

Objective : Participants present arguments to convince cooperative officials
grid members of the Importance of their view In order to achieve a
more balanced particlpatlon of men grid women.

Duration s a hours

Materials s Hand. out a. 6 : Role Pia^ Brief
Hand-out =. 7 : "Members but riot leaders"

171
Try to elicit from participants what we mean with full participation in a cooperative b its
members. Write their answers on the blackboard. Come up with a SUITunary where the
following points are mentioned:

*t**#,*,;: **."$*%****^- .^-3*;****:*$\*;$,**$*****$;***^*'**'$'*" " t* " , *;** "\$$,,; " *#t;* ^ - ?t4, ***;*;&*{*$*\:$;$***,#, <1 , *. *-*-#j%$#*;*;$*:*'***\;g*$*@*$$\@$*16;,*#$**$*-*6:46t'%j*#*$4-244*#,.**,-:****,****444$;,-, I$jig***$**,,-,#;$$$*",*,$$4#$*
**$*;I*;$;**,$$$@:44*\%*!;;;-;*-#$$**#******%$**$$, a$*%*A, ,* ?#;t*' -.,::*$##* -J*\***;*,*\;*t&*;-.$**,$*$$#;$*$$*$;;***$444*;$;';;\\$j$#$;*;***
*$***, **:*-' $<^,*,**$;$re, \~**,#**$*,\-,,&-**At*****#\*$;;#*+,**,*A$-$,#*;.-*$\,.$*\;,***$444"&******
*;:$*jil'*''3i"'-~$;$;'~".~*%*^:**$$:$$t$*;*'******$*$*%#$*$$4****,$t. .;:*&$**%**,$;*$;~-\-*#;$*;*.*#*#*$*$*;**;*$#*%*$**a*;$;***;$;'$%#$t;*#*--;*. 1444***$*#@&$***$%$;.*;-*'-#,#*?;\*$***$ *444*-*,-*,** -:**-$*,* *;$***;;!$***,*$*;;;@;$$$$;*;*'*

2, Afj ROLE PLAY: CONFLICTINGSPH'EMS: F1Ml!. YCOMMITMENTAND SOCL4L/ICTIVITIES

The following role play is based
the family.

2.1. The 91^g^y^is to have the participants become aware of decision-makin atterns in
the family and the obstacles for women to be active in the coo erative's activities.

2.2. Select five volunteers (a husband and wife and t^ree male BOD meinbets). Allow
them some time to study their role play briefs.

There are two scenes: A. A discussion between husband and wife and
B. A discussion between the wife and the three

Board members

on typical problems experienced in the cooperative and in

2.3 E>;plain the scenes to the actors and ask them to play the following situation

\

\^

\
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A' discussion between husband and wife. The wife is a member of the coo erative and
has- volunteered to participate in the committee preparing the Coop Mont - '
celebrations, which is presided by the Chairman of the Board of Directors' A meeting
is called for Tuesday next week at 8 p, in. She informs her husband about it.

The husband is quite annoyed, and says he doesn't know how to feed the baby and
how to put the other children to bed. She has to find a solution, because she is the
mother of the children.

The woman ex lains her problem to 3 of the committee members. She can not attendthe meetin at ^ p. in. because of household responsibilities. She sug ests that if theymeet after^urich or at 4 pin. , she will be able to attend; because at t at time, her
sister call still look aftet the children.

The committee members are not sympathetic, they say it is inconvenient for them and
if she is not able to attend meetings at night, she better resign. The woman leaves
dejectedly.

The committee members continue their discussion. They say this is' always a problem
with women, they are too concerned with the home. One of them says that it is
natural and that is how it should be. He would expect his witie to give importance to '

\

Scene I

the home too.

2.4

Scen e 2

Ask the observers to comment on the play, using the following discussion guidelines

. Why do you think the woman in the role play can not participate in the committee?
Does she lack interest, capability, is it her commitment to family -responsibility, lack
of support from the other committee members?

. Why do women' develop such commitment to their family? Is it a commitment or a
social norm expected of women?

O How do values and norms practiced at the personal level get reflected at a wider
level such as the cooperative? (Confine your discussion to the role play. )

. What is the effect of such social norms on the advancement of women?

2, Bfj

2.5. - Summarize the outcome of the session as under point 3

Alternative: POSTER SERIES

2.1. As an alternative, distribute the poster series (Hand-out 2.8-A to 2.8-C) to small
discussion groups and ask them

*What do they see?
* Do they recognize the situation, is it familiar to them?

After discussion in the small groups, ask each group to. report to the plenary on
their findings.

2.2. ' Then summarize thesession as under point 3
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I^I!%#gif*^\\**if$*\**$,;; *;;,**;**;***,,**$.******$;{,,;$*$****,,;\11*^***$$,.,,.,*,,.**$$t'*#:$$$-;.$**#4, . - 41<*:*-'; ;*.,;;<4j-$$$;\'t, @i, ';$*$*:*

$4\';I^&****\*t*#4***;*-. ^---.*-*.-*--,,,^*^-*-;*!**~--****.-****

$44, '^;*&^,***,--;***;:*-**twig**&*At*;&&*******:;
'''' ;;;;;;^^""" 2-9 and 2.10 'and discuss them thoroughly. Allow enough time fordiscussion among participants. This is where the can s eak out of ex erience and h

opinions and ideas to share.

Wind up by referring back to the start of this session, the importance of full artici ation in
the cooperative's affairs, by its members, both men and women.

,

,

\
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Session a. 4. What is "gender" as opposed to "sex"?

Objective g Participants are able to explain grid GIIfferentlcite
the term "gender" as opposed to "sex".

Duration : I hour

Material : Blackboard, chalk

" Divide the participants into two groups, at random. Ask them to form two lines in front of the
blackboard and give the first person in each line a piece of chalk. Draw aime on the board.
Wtite on the first half: "man" and on the second: "woman".

121
Ask one group to write on the first half of the board the attributes which are typical male and
ask the other group to write on the- second half the characteristics which they consider as
typical female. One person writes one characteristic and then passes the chalk on 'to the next
in line. Emphasize, that they should write the first thing that comes to their wind. Do not think
too'long. (Examples are: leading, childbearing, cooking, responsible, caring, fighting,
breastfeeding, drinking etc. )

81 When everybody has written one characteristic on the board, ask participants to sit dotty, n
again. Ask them to- have a good look on what is written and to consider whether the
characteristics in the left column can also be placed in the right? In other words, can men do
what women can, and can women do what men can?

141

,

After a thorough discussion, the result will be that only the biological functions can not be
exchanged: men can not bear children and men can also not breastfeed, for example. All the
other characteristics can be exchanged, although in practice this may not be the case. This is
due to "^t^y^" in cultural and social values

it> '#:;**: *:***:\,'t*;"**,' .;**'*%*:*;"****;*\"":*;' ""*,$t'*t::**;$*\' .\t*#;\**:.'%*'**',*:*,;*':,?I, *,?'%j:**3*',*;,**,:j. *, 4, "IP**;",',*t'**,* *:****%.*\.:***49\*?,,'

it*^*^$is;i^$$^$$#4<13##^j\;^*$$3#$$^'@;@;#$^%*$$;@^;;t$$%;$$^$*$$$it&$$$;^$t*&';I$$!:^;*$*$$:\$$$$.^*@$$%-$j^:it^:**I:$*;$$$*:
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Objective : Participants become aware of the social reamt!! that gender
Is used GIS an organizing principle to CISCrlbe roles, responsibilities,
rights grid appropriate behaviour to women grid men on the basis
of their sex, resulting. In gender stereotgpes.

Duration g I to 1.5 hour

Materials. g Hand. out 2.11 s "Discussion guidelines"

Session 2.5. : Gender socialisation

Ask- participants to form themselves into groups of 4 to 5 persons and discuss their personal
experiences, where they discovered there is a difference between meh and women, using the
"Discussion guidelines" of Hand-out 2.11.

Examples of such experiences may be

"My mother always told us girls to play in and around the house. She said it was not decent for
girls to play on the street. "

"I was always told that boys don't cry"

"When I (woman) had a chance of being promoted as division chiefin the Rural Bank were l
work, our superiors choose my colleague , because they -said: 'men 'are breadwinners and
should therefore have priority in decisions like this"'

Allow the groups to discuss and share among themselves. After 20 minutes ask them to act
out their common experiences. This may be in any creative way they can think of: throu h
role-play, poem, drawing, song, etc. , but not through traditional reporting.

Use this exercise as an introduction to explain stereotypes and gender biases.

4.4 * '#*<*, *,*,#,, t4. *,., =***,****\*, ;&: us;*,,,**,**,%;#**4*,, 1.4j;**$*\,,****\***'&;4*:$**,*,,,*****,\",**.:, J*:*":**,,,,,****.-**.,* ,.,*,*,,.*,,,, ..***,,, .$4 t, ^^$;; '^;tie'j> :-~' '$*$';#**4*;4-3$**,;****,\,.*$-*:$,***:t*$4"*$*;.?*$%*.;#**;*;****:,;$**;;>;**4, <44':'$*#***$$.**:**$<;*#
*.#%?$*<;*\$$*$36?*^^\**-****\**i*$*;*#*\*\*,,'<%$$*;$**;**;t**\*;$;;$*$#**:$$*$34***$**;$**?-**;j$t*.'*#'**#,&j;$;;, j$-**?4, <1<, 44<;<*?$>@.&**#*#*\,* -,%,, 4%\*#\****;***$;*#;;<*$** *;*%**$$?***;it, ;$.**#**$444*;$;***$@:@!$$.^a;$Aji^#$;**#**$**\*******,*~*#***$#****;*$;#**;%$$$,,\?-*-$;;@;;:*45-44*,\;"-**$;-if;* *$;******$444**,**$t:*-***:.-;...$\:.: *******;***<**\;'$**

,

\
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The exercise also shows that there are different stages in our lives and different institutions
that help create and sustain stereotypes about men and women.

$##;*4*$\>**$;:$#*;<*\*;*t#;$:if**;*;**$******&*?,$;*,,;$,****$-;*%.**;-#$;$$;;$**<*, 4<*$*$-*;$%*.$*-*.*.-, 144<##*;:$*$%#;*'44\ $3>$'$:-**;*$&;$$$*?**$***3***\**$**$$*?\*;*>$**;*:$;*#$\*jj***,*$:*,;*$*#"**$,;%;****;:$#*t$;

*;*$?;,*$3$*43^-*,<?;#*,**$*t, $##$***-*\?,:$$*;**#**?#**;**;*#*,****$44*\*$:**;;$*-*#**3:44:4^^*** $4;,*\*,-4*

?:**~4**'*24** $3***:**,, s:;*,***,*?*4:4******** ***',****j****'t, *;.*:,*\. *:?-;j#.?\*#t;\*;*:**-r***$34*7:44**;$$,*:-*,*,$*?,*. 44*,* *.,**;;*;$,,*;;\.***$<$*$;,<' :
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Hopefully it will be clear to participants, that stereotypes Iinxit people, both men and women
in their development and well-being. Traditional gender role restrictions:

* Deny. women access to the public world of power, achievement and independence.
* Deny men the nurturant, emotive and other oriented world of domestic life.

What can be the consequences of thinking only according to stereotypes can be demonstrated
thrQugh Hand-outs 2.12 ("The obstacle course") and 2.13 ("He tworks, she works, .."). These

materials form the hilarious conclusion on the module on GenderAwareness in Cooperatives.

* Limit the psychological and social potential of human beings.

At this point wind up and summarize the sensitizing part of the training. Ask participants to
reflect on what they have learned in the past 1.5 to 2 days: .

* What was the most revealing to you?

IdealIy there will be a break of one week to two months before the module on Gender Analysis
will be discussed. In this period, participants have time to internalize their new insights. Ask
participants to'formulate their own, personal, action points, based on the above guidelines.

After the break you will have to ask them :

, How could you apply this learning in your day to day life
* Give three examples that could demonstrate your new "awareness"

* Did the course have a practical effect on your work?
* Did you change your approaches based on the inputs received during the workshop?
* Could the action points which you prepared during the course be put into practice?
* What difficulties did you face in implementing them?
o What feed-back on the suggested new approaches did you get from colleagues and

cooperators after the course?
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Also in case the training will be given in one piece, this is the time to sununarize and reflect,
using the same guidelines as mentioned above.

It! Close the session and the module by reading the poem "For every woman" (Hand-out 2.14)
.
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o1e is the patterned behavior of a person. A role includes specific rights ^rid
obligations. Role is related to status within. a specific group and a specific social
situation. A person's role can change from time to time depending on the SOCio-

economic circumstances of the community
It often happens that a personOs roleisinfluenced by a setofother peoples' expectations and
the image an individual wishes to develop for her/ himself. For this reason, role represents all
the cultural patterns interrelated with a specific status.

Won^,^'s ROLES

ender roles mean the role of women and men connected to their status, environment
and culture. The roles of mother and father, for example, incorporate the right to care
for the children and the obligation to provide a living for the family.

In general, people do not realize that the role of a woman is a ","Itiple role, meaning that one
individual performs several roles at the same time.

This point needs to be examined, because it can happen that a woman is burdened by her
obligatory duties without paying attention to her rights. How a community places women in
connection to the existing roles needs to be understood, looking at the cultural images and
socio-economic factors which determine that role.

Attention also needs to be given to the cl, ,Inges in role '1</7"ition which occur in connection
with socio-economic' changes to evaluate whether the role pictured by the community still fits
in with the real. situation in the community.

Hand-out 2.1

hree main roles can be distinguished:

I. Pi. of IWCtive role: the role which includes activities directly contributing to the family
income, irrespective of whether the activity is paid for ot not. For example, farming, animal or
poultry husbandry, trading, working for a- salary and so on

2. Reproof"ctii, e role: the role, which includes the reproduction and maintenance of human
kind and the fontly. Activities connected with this role are, for example, giving birth, childcare,
getting water, cooking, washing, cleaning the house, mending clothes and so on. .--

3. Sod"I role: -is the role, which includes activities not limited to organizing the family
but community activities, which are taken on voluntarily, and which contribute to the weif^. re
of society as a whole. For example the participation in a co-operative, farmers' group, Bible
reading group, political activities, and so on.
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Why is it important for us to examine the role of women? This issue is related to the extension
of aid intended for women groups from development agencies. It can happen that the aid given
can itself burden the women. For example, the idea that women have a lot offtee time, which
can be filled with activities to realize income. But is it true that women have a lot of free time?

If we understand the roles performed by women, we can get an idea of the activities which take
up their time and energy, and this picture represents an entry point for all kinds of projects
aimed at women, even not only women specific projects, but all projects which have an impact
on them

A woman's schedule is always interimked with a man's, as a partner in the family and community.
Thus womenls 'and men's roles cannot be separated. Especially ifwe want to change women's
roles, men's roles will also be affected. In a gender role analysis the activities of men and
women have therefore to be examined both separately and interrelated.

The resulting picture is unique and specific and can become the basis for project planning and
implementation.
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I^. On, ^S Or Low INCOl, in 1.1ER' AND WOl, ^
Iry, ;1'1^^ 11^un morus^110Ln A^lD COT, ^

REPRODUCTIVE ROLE

PRODUCTIVE ROLE

I^" Child bearing and child rearing
RE" orgaitization of household

WOMEN

I^' Rural disguised in
subsist anCG economy or domestic \\, ork
I" Urban areas: in small scale
enterprises, women work mainly in
housholds and neighborhood
associations

"' Where they are secondary income
earners-, women make a critical

contribution to income of poor
households

I^' in women-headed households, they
may be sole income earners

COMMUNITY

LEVEL ROLE

areas :

Hand-out 2.2

I^"No clearly defined
reproductive role

' I^'primary income earner
I^' Organized around this role, i. e
Workers ' organizations/ trade unions

MEN

lag"'Coriumunity managing: extension
of reproductive role into coriumunity
action, because services they need in
reproductive sphere are not or badly
provided
I^'Increases in situations of crisis/
scarcity
a^' Community politics : tend to
leaders by virtue of relation with other
men, or are rank and file (voluntary)

as^"coriumunity politics: organized at
fomial political level, i. e. traditional
decision making structures: nationaU
local political parties.
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Fancy or fact: men produce the world's food; women prepare it for the table.

* fact: In the developing world, where three-fourths of the world's people live, rural \\, o1/16n account
for more than half of the food produced

F;q Nc y ^i, ,-,\^(., FACT

Fancy or fact: Women work to supplement the family's income.

* fact: Women are the sole bread\*inners ill one-fourth to onc-third of the faniilies in the world.

The rillmber of women-headcd faniilies is increasing rapidly

Foncy or fact: When wonieii receive the smile education and training as nien, they \\, ill recei\, e equal pay

* fact: So far, earning differentials PCrsist even at equivalent ICvcls of training. In professional
fields, for example, comparisons of men's and women's salaries snO\\, a large gap between
theIn even'\\, heri samples are Inatched for training and experience.

Fancy or fact: Men are the heavey \\, orkcrs, and where food is short, they have priority first

naild-out 2.5

* fact: As a rille, \\, onion work longer lionrs than 1116n. Many carry triple work loads, in their
household, labor force, and reproductive roles. Rural women often average all 18-hour
day. Nutritional anemia is a serious 11caltli. problem for \\, omen ill the developing world

Fancy or fact In niodem societies, women have nioved into all fields of work.

* fact: Relatively fe\\, \\omen have entered occupations traditionally dontinated by nien. Most
women remain Inghly regregatcd in low-paid jobs.

F, Incy or fact: Women contribute a minor share of the \\, orld's economic prodLtct

* fact: Women are aininority in the conventional InGasurcs of economic activity, becausc these
measures undercount \\, omen's paid labor an do not cover their 11npaid labor. Thc value of

-women's work in the hotisehold alone, if given economic value, would add all t:stimated one
third to the world's GNP.

Wonien

.

Ruth Leger Sivard
a world surve
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Roan PItAY in^'Sri'I^^ICUONS 001^ in^ ^^c^ I

$a^@@*

All unsupporting husband. He does not like his wif;a to be outgoing. He
does not want her to attend a meeting at 8 p. in. He says her duty is to look
after the children. And if she insists on being active in the coop, she should
limit her activities to day-time, when her sister can take care of the children

*, \:* \

. ****."***

All active woman, who is eager to participate in the coop, of which she is
a member for 5 years now. She wants to attend the meeting of the cornmittee
preparing for Coop Month Celebrations. Since her husband does not
cooperate, she tries to get the committee members to have the meeting at
a different hour: just aftet lunch or at 4 pin. , at which time her sister is still
around to take care of the children

''"@;if^*,,\*;

He says it is not convenient to change the time. He is bussy during the day
and after lunch he wants to rest. If the woman has a problem, she should
resign from the committee

Hand-out 2.6

ret@$;it@\@&^@$

He agrees with the first meniber, who says it is not convenient to change
the time. He is bussy during the day and after lunch he wants to rest. If the
woman has a problem, she should resign from the committee

$663t@@*i$&$$'^;^$

He says that the women's re:sponsibility is in the home. He agrees with the
husband that it is the wife's responsibility to take care of'the children. He
would never allow his wife to go out at night, leaving him behind with a
baby

Adapted from: "Trade Union Policies and Action for Women" South East Asian
Advanced Workers' Education Course, ILO, INT/86N04/DAN prqject 1991
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Cooperatives. claim they are gender neutral; they do not discrinitnate against either men or women but
rather welcome both with equal respect and enthusiasm als well as serve both in equal measure. There is
a place for women as there is a place for men. But the question remains: What is this place? had what -
influences the definition of this women's place?

A Baseline study', conducted by the Irisitute of Philippine Culture, upon request of the National
Confederation of Cooperatives (NATCCO), attempted to locate a 'woman's place in cooperatives in
terms of the POSitons and roles the women occupied, and the activities associated with them. The study
sampleincluded 2 cooperative flederations, ISPrimarycooperatjves and 375 women and their households.
The study showed the following

I. 113 membership
There were more women than men among members of primary coops. Women outnumbered men in

community- or open-type cooperatives. The predominantly female membership of community-type
cooperatives had been traced to the requirement for all members to go through a pre-membership
education seminar (PitylES). Because this activity often coincided with the men's work in the farm, the
women who attended in' their stead were listed as the cooperative members. another factor, however, as
mentioned by some of the women respondents, is women's greater interest in the affairs 6fthe cooperative

In closed or institution-based coops, the gender complexion of the membership tended to follow the
gender complexion of the institution's work force

M^jinER^ un" un" L^^^^^^^^

Hand-out 2.7

2. rin re, Idlershjp
Although the women were much more visible than the men among the members, they wer less visible

among the laders, particularly in the Board of Directors' This was especially true at the tertiary and
seconda, ry o16vels, where the election of one woman to the board was that had been attained so far
Among the primary coops studied, the invisibility of women was less severe, although women continued
to be under represented in the leadership. Women'were named for positions deemed as feminine such as
treasurer or secretary.

But why are there more men than women in the Board of Directors? This situation could be attributed
to two related sets of factors. At the personal level, women percieved and observed leadership posts as
placing a strong demand on the leaders' time, something that they did not have much to spare. In
addition, women who appeard to be confident that they would assume ladership posts had had experience
as leaders. Conversely, women who felt they lacked experience or "training" to become leaders did not
aspire to lead. The women's rationale seemed to be that the men were more experienced as leaders and
were more interested to become one

2

3

Slightly adapted from: ASEAN Women in Development Cooperaii\. c
Forum Bulletin, April-June 1993
"Members, but not leaders (finding a niche for women in
cooperatives)" ,Jeannelllo, institute of Philippine Culture, Ateneo de
Manila University, Quezon City, 1993
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. At the same time, tne experience and the interest to lead seem to be shaped by the wa
opportunities were sturctured within the cooperatives. Candidates for election to the Board
are required to file their candidacy and must campaign. Such a practice appeals more to
the men than to the women.

During elections, men who were more assertive, meaning talkative, garnered more
votes while assentve women do not seem to attract as much. The opportunity for women
to be elected to the Board becomes even narrower at the higher levels (tertiary and
secondary) of the cooperative organization. This "funneling" effect is largely deterTinned
by the Board's choice of delegates to the congresses convened to choose the leaders of the
federations. Most coops send men rather that women as delegates. had where all board
chairpersons (mostly male) of the primaries were present, the tendency was to nominate
no other but them, the highest ranking officials in the assembly.

The women were however relatively visible as heads of coinittees, They were particularl
dormnant in the statutory comintttees (credit, audit and inventory, elections), whose tgchnical
functions involve tasks generally viewed as "feminine"
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I. ' Minimal participation of womenin the decision making of cooperatives. Limited number of
women in the BOD. For every four males in the Board, there is only one female.

2. Gender, blind policies, programs and services of coops. These apply to both men and women,
although they may have different situations and- needs.

3. Coops do not address the particular needs of women, particularly childcare, protection from
domestic violence or assistance in case they become victims of violence

4. Because of domestic responsibilities, women's availability for training and attending meetings
frequently is hampered. Women cannot participate in long trainings or meetings held up to the
light.

5. The threat of violence is more real for women than it is for men. Thus, women cannot travel or
go to distant places for training without the assurance of safety. Thus, it is preferable that she
travels with a companion

6. Some women have to get the permission of their spouse to be able to attend coop meetings or
training seminars. This is hardly true for men

7. As staff, women are usually assigned clerical tasks while men are assigned technical and managerial
work

8. Women coop managers. are generally paid lower than male coop managers. In some cases,
the attraction to getting a female coop manager is her willingness to accept a low salary
which is often not true for men. This is because a woman's income is seen as supplementary
to the man's income

9. ' Women coop managers and leaders also have to prove more than men that they are worthy of
being so. They have to contend with doubting or skeptical men and women in the coop about
their abilities

10. Generally, women have lower education than men. This limits the prospect of them getting
into the leadership of coops

11. . Gender role stereotypes put women in subordinate positions in the coop. Women are seen as
submissive, vieak, emotional and not fit to become leaders

Sol, ^B GE^^DER ,ISSUES ^, CoolrlBRAn^4

Hand-out 2.9

By Lota Bermlfo, Coordinator Asean Women in Development Cooperatives Forum

,
.
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12,

Key points:

The old boys' network is also very much at work in coops. Women ate not part of this
network

I. Coops tend to hide behind the principle 'of democratic particpation (one person, one vote)
and open membership to claim that coops do not discrinitnate against women. The practice,
however, shows otherwise. The principles may not discrinxinate, but the practice shows, that
women are marginalized in the decision making in cooperatives. Women's involvement are
lintted to the implementation or organizing of activities such as in the education and credit
coriumittees where they bulk of work is high. The gender issues mentioned above also point
to this.

Gender issues in coops in the Philippines are also observed in cooperatives in other countries
They are global. A concrete example is the distribution of participants or delegates in ICA
organized conferences and meetings.

2
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e^^lDER ROLE SOC^^TrioN

Discussion guidelines:

I. Recall and discuss your personal experiences where decisions
have been made that you should do something on-the basis
of you being a inari or a woman

Discussions can be focused at the following levels, and can
also be your observations of what you see around you

* Personal or family level, including chiledhood
experience, for example sister were made to do
houswork, not brothers
Work place
Wider social level

Why do you think such decisions are made? Are men better
suited for certain things and women for others?

How did these experiences affect you?

Has it contributed towards your feelings about yourself; your
at tituted towards men and women and your level of
confidence and sense of your' own value? Both men and

-women cantalk about how they were affected

Did it have wider implications with regard to chances for
advancement, development etc. as women?

Rand-out 2.11
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THE 03SlrAC^^^I. E. ^^^OUR:^^!
'T'}+^I. Is'S1.7E, Is ;

The I, '11/1tude'of discrlmln. tory practices omen experience in Ih. polo I. bO",
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Incqultles u^heri experience. For e. ,CPIe ;

Pel^, SonJ, I, OPINION ^ ?0^^^!, tc pont c. v

a, ^Tar I T U D e:. S

I
2
3
41-

5

6

7
a

9

10

Band-out 2.12

A mm, n's place Is .In the. hone

Won. n h. VC nl"blQ finger,

Norien ore 1/19hly. COOL 10nol and
cry "hen they're up, et

HOG^n are nurturing I they love
to rite car. of others

Han. n', 3.1, rie, Dr. ,up pleaient-
ory; their hutbon, , corn money
to support the family

.^
~.

I'D"n ore undependable. They
frequently his, cork bee, use of
h". and child responsibilities

rilliy 111rQ , COQ, R corker If 1/10F,
are 00 Inc" 0,011, ble' re, tm to

..
^

A Hanan', PI, c. Is on 1110 .,,". I,
line or " the type"rl, .,

All Honen ", fit to get .errl"d ond
r, Ise I"111es

Co
^

Keep ""I^a 001 of nano, ., 1.1 PC, 1,100,

1100en ', re nat 'tea. ' PI, yer, ; they
don't mall ho" to negotiate or
DPCr, IQ by but Incl, rules

I= Honen ", at. , for the '01/6!, In p001,
tlons: secret. ry, flur, Q. " fro, ,

No. en habu h0.10 lake order, ; they .
.re ,ccusto"ed to this fro. their
hu, DCnd, . brother, ' .rid rather,

^
If a .", an Is hired. ". c, n coy

her IQ, ,

.

^
^

0.1t, poken, self .COM1denl u", en
.r. troublemakers

Hire IQo. en us p, rt-time or coatr, ct
corkers. Th. I .. y. re need n@. p0y
benefit, . or provide Job dovejop. e, I

23 Don't cone tl" or coney Ir. InIn
NORIen for grQ, IQr r, ,ponslblllt "

^
^

Keep ""ren In Inside Job, . ,Do riot put
the. In polltlon, Or 1.06, tone. ., IQ, .
they Hill represent the ergonl, .tien

^=
There Is 00 need to con, ull Nuts" obont

the cork they do; Just dl, ,Ct Inb,
tell rh" "h. t to do

a Hire docll. . sub, orvl. at ". e" .Ithou,
rich ,elf-COM1denc.

.
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Hand-out 2.13

99
,

.

Have'you everlound youIs ellup againsiihe old doubleslarda, d aiwo, k! Then, o1.1kno" how
annoying, ICah be and how alone you conleel, Supervisors and co-workers, 11n bid. . u, dd
SIe, eolyoeslhais, y women ate emoiional, d'organized andinell, c, enl. Here. ,,, o1,100 IhQ
in OSI glaring e, ample9 o1 Ihe typical o111ce double. slam!ard

. ,

,

. :,:.

.^::^.
I.

,,

rho family PIGluro I, an HIS ofe', k,
Ah. a solid. responsible lainily inari.

^

.

HIS deck 10 Gruffer. ,,
He's obviously a hard worker aru a busy

. \
.

\

inari.

HE'S I'll!, rig ,v!Ih Go, WFP*, r, ,
He must. be discussing Ihe Ialesldeal.

.

\

HE'S "of a, I, ,, do, ,,,
He musl be al a meeting.
HE'S "e, In ifi6 o411c, ,
He g marling ci, ^joiners. .

",^ .a","11.1

HE'S having lunch with the bq. ,,
He's on his way up.
The bog, ., Irkl, .d HIM,
He'll Improve his oerformance.

HE, of an unfair doc. ,,
Old he gel angry?

The I'm 117 pl, hypo ID On HER do, k,
Hmm. he, lainil, will ,come belo, e 11.1

\

career

HE'S OOH!rig marH. ,,
He'" gel more sellled

HER desk 13 ci", fernd,
She's bbviously , digo, Bani, .d ,cotta, .
brain.

HE'S having a baby,
He'll need a raise.

.

SHE'S hiking with Go. w, ,her^,
She. must be gossiping.

HE'S going ." a b", 1.03, ,rip,
11'3 good 10, his calcer.

SHE'S no, of her d. ,*,
She musl be in the jades' loom.

3112'S IOC, Ing ,or . 6.11. ,10.1HE'310CVl",, Ore boricrj, b,
He leeegniz. , a good OPPo', Iunijy Worn, n 010 undop, adob!,.

,.>,,, I", into*,, " NIL, .,, PSI10"11. ~ 0 COD', 16.11G *., , ",*13^ ^ cooo. ,WINi, ^,,., C~.,"

SHE'S hall" Ih. CHICe,

*;he ,. 1st b. o, 131. , 1.10
SHE'S having lunch with 11.0 Load,
They must be having an allai, .
rho bon, Grimlz. , HERI
She'll be veiy upsel

SIIr go, ." "of 61r do. ,,
Old She cry?

SHE'S '01/1", marrl. a,
She'll gel PICSna, lard leave
,HE'Shaving. baby,
She'"cosiihe company money in in, IQrnily
DenQtll"'

,HE'S. ,.!"g on a *gal".,. hip,
Whaj does. her hasbaritisay?
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or every women who is tired of acting weak
when she knows she is strong,

D'OR "^Y Won'

By Nancy R. Smith

there is a inari who is tired of appearing
strong when he feels unlnerable.

For every woman who is tired of acting dumb,
there is a inari who is burdened with the constant

expectation of"knowing everything"

For every worna, n who is tired of being called
"an emotional female",

there is a inari who is denied the right to weep
and be gentle

For every woman who feels "tied down" by her children,
there is a inari who is denied the full pleasure of

shared parenthood

For every woman who is denied meaningful
employment and equal pay,

there is a 'inari who must bear full financial

responsibility for .another human being

For every woman who was not taught the intricacies
of an automobil(^,

there is a man who was not taught the satisfaction
of cooking

For every woman who takes a step toward her own
liberation,

there is a inari who finds that the way to freedom
has been made a little easier

Hand-out 2.14

*
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Session 3.1 The purpose of gender analgsls
Objective

Duratbn

Materials

- - As an introduction, . and as. a rerritnder, -'showpa. rticipant'S postet 3. I-A'and'asktl!ei!Iwhat they
' see. 'WhatiS nitssing?. Then. show 3.1-B: what'do they see? Ifthey. riot'ice:that 611 one poster

only men are participating and on the other only women, -then shotv the last'. One, 3. I-C, which

.

.

.

.

Participating understand the
purposes of gender anal!, SIS
I hour

Hand-out 3.1. A to 3.1, CS P^ster Series

"Development"
Hand. out 3. =g LGU's Vocational

Training Program
Hand-out 3.3; The Fox grid the 5.6rl,

.

.

Distribute theca e ' '

participants the questions.

indicates: "If we all participate, ' we all benefit!"

After 20 minutes ask the representatives of the groups to report orally on their findings. Allow
another I O minutes for plenary discussion. '

:*; , ,,.,!*': *.,&**.:***,,;*,.,$*,$$;***;$*;$%'**;,*-* *********%****$'

*^,^,-*,\.,,*~,******.;.";*'**;****~&*\i;$;****' -: -'-'\*'* ' *,' $<'* 3'4;-'-* - **;$ : -. * -,";;-' *j**"*:* *, -'-ian:*$$-,**i-~*: -\-* $3**;*";'-*\*, 2'#*\*$;<#;%* *+ ,* ,,- ~,****44*;,#.**,,**I*;;*;*\-**--#\4i@;-**4:4j'I^*- -^,,*%:;$- I*',-'*\- -* * '*.,,** *$;.\;at, , .,*$ **** \****$<* , ,* . . *..* * - *,,, ..-*, ***, * -*.*** * $4*~***j~',' * *$ *, ,,* ,,., 5*, **,,~*,",*, *#,,*:*\;\* tit: - ,it$j:*,:-$3\;;'* * ,. A1*****\,**4*******;$;;$.***$<4;$114;":"*'*""*"$""*""'''"!#'*'***'*******,-.^*, j, '---,-*t\41n ^*-.-;i*;#.%!;*%*-I**$4**-**.+**.,^, ^*+.., - *,-- A1*,*. , .,-".~*~*** * ,.--*$;t;*--*$1. *****^.*^*.->*.;,,*^-*-*$$*\*****\\\*;***;-*$**';$*~$;!;$:*it*** *, *, j$*%*- ,* , A*,, t *~*. It ****$***;** *$44*:^;**--;,**^-^**;*t'fig%*********;

,



Explain to the participants that this exercise with the case story was meant as an introduction
h' "' f d' I' '.'I" h " d ' h"' f '"b'to the p\Irpose of gender analysis. 'it is not enough to "want to do something for women", but

as in all 'ro'ects it is necessa to be aware of the needs of the tar et beneficiaries before*

Use the illustration of The Fox and the Stork (Hand-out 3.3) to explain the purpose of gender
analysis. '

' A^*$^*$*#^^$$$;$$$#4:<^$.1:44^$;61st#*$$;*:**#$***;;;$#$#$;**;43.44;**:;#;*$;**$;;\t. ..* ky, ,**, It, ;#-, -.**$$;,;;*: * "'*#,* *#*\**;***~:#*##$';*;tat, ;"" 44**!$,:,.\**,*.\*';:*\*;*<$, 4:3';,,#*'-**** ** at*;*> **,**;',-*$$;:*'<**,#*4:,$*;@^*#$#A*^$;;i$^tit:;$$;-flyti$!;\\$tit$*$6$#^@4$#t@;@#$&;t#$@:$;$;i*&**:;***#**:,;$$*$$4;,,' ,;***?**$4*'**;*##.;;*j!$\*t*;*$$&#*\.%;****;$:***;\:*$;;$;;*it;;-$*;>**$*:,:;;?'*;$$;;.;$:*;!-*$?t;*$4<*?$;$;$;;$*;$;4:4, -*$;-^!$;:@1:6:4*,^;^$*,.;*$$,,$t$,;;*$9^%$$,\;;:^$;,;***-.,.;-*#.;$313;9413!^;^*\#$*49%.$44^,#**
;$;**;t!^^*;*!\*$:@i'$@$1^#,$#%@$$$$!4431. :.;$#;$****$,**,******,\****

- i*\$#*;t$4-'*:;i*$*$4$#;;;*4**$;$*$#^i;%4;!$$$\*;tnn$*@$$$1$;- " %;$**$ '-*$ #:.;?**--;#*$1 $4. - \,,**$*\*;?** ?$***$44,9<3;,**;:?:;**;;>;$<\**:**#*>\#;$,:.?$;$$$,;;$, t*#$6.41$,;.,$*$;*$;:$*,;*#*.;*

an action is taken
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Session 13'.=

Objective

Duration

Materials

Categories grid tools of
gender analgsis

.

.

.

.

Participants understand the categories grid
tools of gender analgsls

60 minutes

Hand. out 3.4: Gender analgsls
Hand-out 3.5-A: Profile on activities,

time allocation, Income
Hand-out 3.5-BS Profile on access to grid control

over resources

Hand-out 3.5-C: Profile on participation
In coop activities

Hand-out 3.5-rig Profile on use of

cooperative services

.

.

Show participants Hand-out 3.4 "Gender Analysis"
in gender analysis:

* Multiple roles I burden
* Steteotypes I 'status
* Access and control to resources and benefits

,' Practical and strategic needs
* Women's position. in society as compared to men

E I"t ' h h

issues. Researchers have developed several tools for gender analysis, describing different areas
of concern.

**##44*j**4-4%*;***j*
*;*;^ 4--'*; I -**** ;- $6#* ~- . - $1^; * *--* . , *$t* *****$*. 4-<*$-- ^* ; - ^***$ * --*<$;:'***$;-;;.:#*-*, 44*':*$**; *;-.***. ^ ., ***\- ' %*?*'-.-:*;}**$**-, *

Explain these issues one by one and distribute the corresponding analytical
tools. Explain that these profiles are examples of which items could be analysed.

This of course depends on the area of operation and the activities/services of

as an introduction to the different issues

the cooperative. So. whenever put in practice, the items should be' ada ted to
the relevant-and actual situation

.

t
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I^
THE DIVISION OF LABOR BETWEEN MAN AND WOMAN

All anal sis of the division of labor between men and women is used to identi

* who erforms what activities.
, how much time is s ent on these activities.

o whether these activities are 12^Q^, ^^p^ or social;
* how much income is realized throu these activities.

E, c"inpies of VCrio"s activities are:

Productive activities are:

Activities which contribute to the family income, in money or kind, for example : fomitng,
cultivating a housegarden, raising cattle or poultry, trading, handicrafts etc

Reproductive activities are:

Activities which ensure the reproduction and maintenance of human kind, for example:
bearing and caring for childreh, housework, cooking, washing, fetching water, collecting wood,
mending clothes etc.

Social activities are:

Activities which are not lintted to household management, that are undertaken
voluntarily and that contribute to the maintenance and well-being of the coriumunity , e. g. . . .
being a member of a farmer's group or cooperative, participating in religious and social activities,
and political involvement

51
ACCESS To REsoliRCES AND CONTROL OVER Tnn BENEFITS

,

All anal sis will show who has access to and control over

16:1

o physical resources, e. g. land, capital, tools etc
o markets (fot buying and sellin!; goods); . .
o SOCio-cultural resources, e. g. 'information, education and training

*,

Write the following' definition of access and control on the board (flipchart) and make sure
that the participants understand the definitions

Access is the opportunity to make use of resources, . but without the authority to make
decisions about how to use them and the product from them:

e. g. . A farmer who works land owned by someone else.

Colatrol is the complete authority to make decisions about the use. of resources and the
products from them

e. g. A landowner- who profits from his land.
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I;^ PARTICIPATIONIN. THE COOPERATIVE'S DECISIONll^IAKINGAND MANAGEMENT

An ^!^!^!!in a coo^erative is used to show
* How many women and men participate as members, staff; and leaders. (Q!!^y^
participation). ,

o The role'of women and men in making decisions regarding the cooperative's onc :Ind
activities; (^!t^!!)- ' ~ '

I^ ACCESS To COOPERATIVE SERVICES

4.11 anal sis of access to coo erative'benefits is used to show the use of coo erative services
by members (men and women), for exam;PIe who is able to use/obtain, e. g

* production inputs;

11^

o equipment, tools;
* credit;
* transport, etc

For analysis of each of these categories, different tools are suitable, e. g.

$44#***6'4$*@***;%*$$%*%,

**:, I \**:*?",\**4**;***"*a;;;**'-':- '$;,'*** *;*#**t*#*;%?:.$,,,
*%***^***#^!*?-$4**"%.- :* $344***,,-,** **$4, <-,,: *; ;%fy;?,,<-$;:'<:*#;;$;;$^;,,?**"*;. ;:4-#';;"#-. 3314"*-?$$?;,*;$::<<?$;"*,*^;:,?* $4, ;;:*"#'.**\:^!;;:.;,;,,,*. ;, tm ;lait#$114* '*:;:.,, ., ,,
$4;44$$*@;**#*$*4, *"'*;:$14$;;^!#**#j*\$$;-4, ***'*i:,;%#*,;*444**#$$**?;*;*;**

*

*

I

,.

>;$*f##***\;-$4\**#*$**$*$**
4;:4:44-;$;**4*;^-;**fy:43;,#\**.;;
**,;$;%?%**;#**#*$.1'4:43>#*#*###$*'#;;#;;$;;?%;,**$--:;:':',,* '-'$$i&;4j$##$***!$414*** $4, ^,,,-* * 44n$4;##***$4*,, . . *** ,#%*\j$,-;***# .*-%*
****\$****;*\*$**;\**;$^>*'-**'^*#**$*#**\**$$ ;'a.**#\% * * .. $*;\,;*t:*$;:*;,:; 41: *$$.*,$4A***-,***;*.-,#$;;*;*,; Iky- I
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Session 3.3 A1, PI^;ing gender analgsis

Objectlve
Duration

Mater1,115

"
Disttibute'the case story and ask participants to go over it. Ask them to form 4 or 5 groups
and to apply a dry-run gender analysis on this case study, using the forms distributed to them.

I^

.

.

.

.

.

.

Participating the gender analgsls
a hours

Hand-out 3.68 Case - studg Cruelccip Village

Allow the groups to work on this for 30 minutes and ask them to report for 5 minutes per
group

I^
Explain that describing the situation alone is not enough: "analysis" means that the data need
to be interpreted and evaluated. Our purpose in this is to discover any imbalances or deficiencies
in the workload of men and women and in their participation in the cooperative's activities. If
we are able to identify the problems, we can start looking for solutions, and try to develop
programs and projects to address these problems

I^I
Ask the groups again to identify the imbalances and deficiencies in the case Story, with regard
to the following items

o Workload of men and women

o Remuneration/income for men and women
o Access to and control over resources

, Participation in the cooperative
o Use of cooperative services

5:1 For the Cilacap village, this analysis could look as follows
Workload

The women in the village are heavier loaded with work because they also take care of
the household, next to working in the rice-fields, growing and vending fruits and sewing
doths.

Rein""er, Itfoulr, ,come

This is difficult to measure, because the story doesn't tell how much money is involved
in the different activities. Definitely the women do not earn any extra money through the extta,
household work they do. Which allows the conclusion that although women Work more hours
a day, they do not earn more money.
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Access to a"d co"trol over reso"reus

Resources in this case refer to land. Many women have a piece of land, which they use
themselves, and over which they have the decision making power. But the big ricefields are,
although funxily property, officially owned by the men, although the women are working on
the fields together with the men. Another issue in relation to this, is the trans^ort to the
market. Why is that although the women are selling their produce in the town, the men have
access to and control over the transport facilities. .Women have to pay for public transport,
while' men have their own bicycles and some even. motorcycles. But women do have their own
savings and credit group, where they have access to 'and control 'over financial resources

PrintC;patio" in cooperative odin^es

Only 30% of the coop members and only 20% of the BOD are women. . had the one
female BOD. member is appointed as secretary. These figures speak for themselves. Women
are underrepresented in the cooperative's decision making and management.

Use of cooperative services

The story is not specific on who benefits from which cooperative services, although it
Thight be assumed that more men than women will make use of the auto repair shop. And th^
coop Thiss6d an opportunity in providing the women with sewing machines (through loans, or
rent/lease), after they completed the I'MYC course. The rice-mill and electrification program
could be gender-fatr, because the whole member-filmily is able to benefit from these cooperative
services.

The multipurpose cooperative could do more for the women in the community by
providing them with services they need : cheap transport to the market for their fruits (or
maybe the coop could even do the marketing), tying up with the credit and savings group,
develop livelihood projects from which the women could benefit, using the skills they learned
through the 1.11^rrC course.

qb

I

I^

,

This simple casesto!y shows how unintended Iy women do not fully profit from the benefits a
cooperative could give. Throughanalyzing the differentissues relevant to women's participation
incoo erativea. ctivit' , bl 'd bl , ' 'in cooperative activities, we were able to identify problems, and immediately following from
those, possible opportunities for the cooperative to address the-needs of their members.

, Check with participants ifthe above conclusion is clear to them, and if they now frilly understand
the purpose and technique of the gender analysis method.
Allow time for discussions and questions.

\
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Session 3.4

Objective

Duration

Materials

Differentiation of strcitegie
Gind preictic. I gender needs

.

.

"

Participants are able to'dlfferentleite
practical grid strategic gender neec!s'grid
know different approaches of programs
grid projects to address these needs
30 minutes

Hand-out 3.7: Strategic grid practical
gender

.

.

This is the last session of the module on gender analysis. The next module trill guide the "
participants in preparing their back home action plans. Before they start preparing their plan^,
though, participants should knowthe difference between strategic and practical gender needs.

.

.

12^
Distribute Hand-out 3.7 "Strategic and practical gender needs" and- explain. the difference
Emphasize that programs and projects should try to address strategic gender needs, to improve
women's position

131 Give examples of. programs and projects that address the different needs (see hand-outs)

141 Wind up- the module on gender analysis, and allow time for questions and discussion, before
going into the next module on action planning

80 J
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I^Vocationaltrainin ro .o fth b' f h
A pool of instructors from different Government Organizations and Non-Government

he initial response was so ovenryhelintng that in many areas classes had to be held
in two shifts, i. e. from 6 to 8 p. in. and 8.30 - 10.30 p. in^ Teachers insisted on regular
and prompt attendance, pointing out that those who were enroled, were privileged as so

con there were requests that lessons on livelihood projects were also taught as part of the
program. Many of the leaders in the community willingly gave up their time to share their
experiences. The MorncipialCooperative offered to sharetheir knowledge onbalut-making

with those who were interested.

,^. rates especially among women. -It was also noted that women, who contini!ed to attend
owever, there were also women success stories. Some of the people including twenty

motivated to attend these trainings as they could now sec the potential economic benefits.

he Department of Trade and Industry, agreed to provide small loans to people who
wanted to set up small businesses, using skins which they had acquired at the courses.
Loans were made available to women and men, but most of the beneficiaries turned out

I^I\organizers decided to stop their program, since they were not able to meet their target

nil. e tsu'b ^I"cocat, oman 1/1'rain^..^ ^^. co^ram'

Organizationswasfomied, whichconsistedof60% muleand40%femme trainers. Localschools
and community centers were designated for the classes which were held in the evenings. Several
skills were taught, like: foodprocessing, basketweaving, dressmaking etc.

,

many people had been turned away because of lack of classroom space.

Hand-out 3.2

They saw a way of increasing the family income.

to be men.

Discussion oints

I.

2.

3.

'*

Identify all the barriers to the participation of women in this project.

Why do you think the women dropped out?

Even though loans were offered to men and women, why do you think more men
were able to make use of the loans?

How could the failure of this program have been prevented?4.

.
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Hand-out 3.3
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ROLES

CM^Itipie)

GENDER ANALYSIS

.

\;

NEEDS

(Practical Gender
Needs - and Strategic
Gend. t, :r, - Needs)

00
\O

I

^I^-N AND WOM;E;11

CSt^reotype^)
STATUS

ACCESS AND
CONTROL To
RESOURCES

AND BENEFITS

POSITION

^
a,
=
a.

e
=
~.

COD

".





Productive Activities
(producing income in money or in kind)

* fanning :
. PIOU^I'mg
- weeding
- fortilizing -
. planting
- homesling
. drying
- storirig
- etc.

* animal I poultry
- breeding
- fatterimg

* t's'ing
* home industry:

- cooking and selling food
. food processing
- dress-Inaking
- handicraft

- cousiniction (ironwork, repairshop)
- soap n, ching
- driving (pedicab, tricycle, taxi, jeep)
- etc.

* trading or vending
* govenuneht eniployee
' private company employee
* Etc.

B.

Reproductive Activities
(non-reinunerated work)

' food production for Qini consumpltion
*orgyiizirig household budget
* hotisework:

- cleaving
- cooking
- washing clothes
- fetching water
- mending clothes
- house repairs

* childcare
* healthcare
* Etc.

C.
Social Activities

(for the beliefii of Inc column nity)

* Cooperative
* Church
* Fiesta
* political
* Etc

D.
Free Time

* Recreation

* visiting relatives
' Sleep
* Etc.

TOTAL

* A = Adult

* c = Guild

Activity

AC^rrr PRO^

Women
Hours per day

Men Women

Hand-out 3.5-A

Income per day
Mein

9.1



^:,,. Onin:.^ 0^'ACCESS To ^ND COM^. On, Or
BusO^iRC, BS ^D BER^

RESOURCES:

* Land
* Water

* Raw Material

* capitaVCredit
* production inputs

- fanntng (fertilizer, pesticide, seeds)
- cattle, poultry breeding (animal feed,

medicines, hybrid stock
- home industry (thread, reed, etc. )

* Others
FACrr, ITmS:

* Equipment for:
- fainting (carabao, tractor etc. )
- cattle/poultry breeding (cages etc. )
- fish fanning (boats, nets, etc. )
- home industry (sewing machine etc. )
- others

* Transport
* Market

- as a buyer
- as a seller
. as a distributor

*Information

* Training
* Government services
* Extension services

* Others

BENEFITS:

* Food
* Income

* Land rights
* CTediUsavings
* Status
* Etc.

Resources and Facilities

I

Women

Access by

Hand-out 3.5-B

Men Women

Control. over
Mein

F1 = Ingh

L = Low

-0. = Non-existent

92
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Hand-out 3.5-C

Ily^'s A^un worry^'S IPAE, Tiltm,AnnoN E'Born^

FUNCTION

I. Cooperative Member

QUANTITATIVE PARTICmPATION

2. Board of Directors
- Chainnan
- Vice chairman

- Secretary
- BOD-member

3. Statutory Committees
- Elections (chairman, vice-
. chainnan, secretary, member)
, Credit (chairman, vice^hairman,

secretary, member)
- Audit and Inventory (chairman,
vice-chainn'an, secretary, member)

TOTAL

.

4. Working Committees
, Training and Education (chainnan,

vice-chairman, secretary, member)
- Others

Total

nanmber

WOMEN

,

5. Manager
- General manager
- Assistant manager
- Department manager
- Others

% of total Total
n, Innber

6. Staff

MEN

% of total

- Secretary
- Bookkeeper
- Accountant
- Treasurer
- Clerk

- Warehouseman
- Driver
- Etc.

.L
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Ci. edit

- Petty cash loan
- Productive loan
- Pro\, idential loan

- Financial services (education, insurance, death aid fund,
financing for appliances etc. )

- Etc.

PROmlE 01^' 'TE^ Us, ^ 0^' CoopERAnus
S^Rintcos - B^I ^mr^ERS

Existing Cooperative Services

Savings program
- Time' depbsits
- Savings account

Resources
- Land
. Water
- Raw material
- etc.

Production inputs
- farming (fertilizer, pesticide, seeds etc. )
- cattle/poultry breeding (feeds, medicines, etc. )
- cattle fattening (feeds, medicines, hybridstock etc. )
- fish farming (fish food, pellets, hybrid stock etc. )
- for home in dust .

Processing serifCes
- Solar dryer
. Rice-mill

- Sugar-mill
- Oil-press
- Abbatoir
- Warehouse

Etc.

Hand-out 3.5-D

A*
N*

Women

Equipment
- Tractor
- Plow
- Fishnet
- Sewing machine
- Fishing boat

,

Used by

S* A

N

Ti'an sport services
- Farm. to warehouse
- Farm to inlarket

Men

Marketing services

S

Consumer services

,

Training and Education programs

Livelihood projects
. Pig dispersal

.

Other services
- Xerox machine '
- Telephone
- Canteen
- Etc.

*A = Always

94

* s = Sometimes * N = Never
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Min^S ^Nm woi, ^'s lPARTnc^Amor^ l^R. or^

participate in general assembly meetings

QUALITATIVE PARTIC:ERATION

participate in discussions

ACTIVITY

elect cooperative leaders

be elected as leaders

transact with the cooperative (deposit savings,
buy farm inputs, sell produce etc. )

participate in training and education activities

,

examine the financial condition of the

cooperative

Always

WOXEN

participate in special activities, like fiesta,
fund-raising and others

Sometimes

others

Never Always

IvlEN

Sometimes Never

I\

.
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Cilacap is a farthing village. The int^ionty of the population get most Of their income from growing
rice. Nearly all the farmlies own land, with the land owiiership certificate in the name of the inari.
However, many women own a piece of land where they grow fruit, mostly pine-apples. These lots are
tended by the women themselves, and the produce is sold by the women in the market or to a village
broker. Both the men and women work in the rice fields: the man ploughs, and prepares the seeds and

I fertilizer, and the woman does the planting and weeding. At harvest time they work together, the
woman cuts the rice and the inari treshes it

cmAc^^' v^AGE S A cos^ S^my

The housework is done by the women and their daughters, men only occasionally help look after the
children. As well as fanning, the men also work in auto repair shops and the women as vendors
Several of the village men have taken car mechanics training run by the National Manpower and
Youth Council (NMYC). Among the women, there are several who have taken dressmaking courses
with trainers also from NMYC. , but only three of them have been able to buy sewing machines and
continue their sewing activities. Through this, they were able to raise some extra money that they use
to pay their children's school fees. Most of the men have bicycles and some even motorcycles, while
the women use public transport (tricycles and pedicabs) for going to the market. For those without
transport, fores are high, as the market is some distance from the village

In the village there are a lot of community activities: a multipurpose cooperative, a peasant's group, a
woman's savings and credit group and the local parish priest organizes regular bible reading meetings.
The multipurpose cooperative has recently started 2 new activities, an auto repair shop and an
electrification program through solar energy. Nearly all the tornxing faintlies have their rice husked at
the ricemill run by the cooperative. 80% of the cooperative member-house^olds have applied for the
electrification program and have started paying installments for the fee to connect them to the energy
grid. Up to now, 30% of the cooperative members are women. Out of 5 BOD. members, only oneis a
woman, the secretary.

Hand-out 3.6
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Practical Gender Needs

* 'Tm rove the condition of women"
* Can be addressed at short term

Sri^^T^CRC^" ^'R^CUG^ GinunER. NERDS

Exam Ies of women's ractical ender needs

- health care

- nutrition

- water

- education

- housing
- transport
- food provisioning
- day care centers
- credit facilities

- labor saving kitchen devices
- technology for food processing and

preservation
- maternity leave benefits
~ training for literacy and skills
- market- facilities

Strategic Gender Needs

* "Improve the 99^19:1 of women"
* Need longer period to be ' addressed

Exam Ies of women's strate to ender needs

Hand-out 3.7

- economic security and independence,
- shared responsibility for the household
- equal pay
- equal legal rights
- equal access to employment
- reproduction freedom
- reduced rulerability to violence and

exploitation
- increased ability to improve the lives and
future of their children

- alleviation of multiple burden
- removal of institutional forms of

discrimination

in^^^L^. 0^'IPR. OG^Ms/FRO, ^
ADDRESS:,^'G STRATEG, C Gin^DERNE^lDS

Gender awareness/sensitivity training

Livelihood skills training

Policies which- equalize access to employment for women in the labor force.

Revision of texbooks to Glintnate sexism

Increased opportunities for women to rise from the ranks.

Family planning technologies

Programs promoting education and employment of women in non traditional occupations.

99

I.

2

3

4

5.

6

7.
I



8. Greater representation of women in. political structures, LGU's, congress, executive and
ju^icialbranches

Election and appointment of women as officers in cooperatives, community organizations,
labor unions and other decision making bodies.

Policies against sexual'harassment' in the workplace

Provision of support services in community for working women, day-care centers,
community kitchens, etc.

Paternity leaves

9.

10

11.

12.

13 Women's crisis centers providing counselling services to victims of rape, wife battenn , and
other violence.

,

,
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Session 4.1

Objectlve

Duration

Materials

Problem Anal^!sis

71

.

. Participants are able to Icier, tlf g grid
analg=e gender related problems In
their own working environment or cooperative
I hour

Hand. out 4.1 : Questions to help
leientlf g. gender related Issues In
gour working envlron, vilent or cooperative

.

.

Ask participants to think back of the ^revious module on gender analysis, where different
gender issues have been analysed. In one of the last sessions; the stoty of an anonymous
cooperative was analysed

If they think of the situation back home; what are according to them the most important issues
as to the participation of womenin cooperative activities: the division of labour, access to and
control over resources, participation in the decision making and management of the cooperative,
or the use of cooperative services?

.

.

Explain that the purpose of Module 4 is to design an action plan to incorporate gender issues
into the daily work of the participants. '- -

All action plan should be based on an analysis of the problems concerning gender related
issues in the respective. cooperatives of the participants.

In Order to make a problem analysis a questionnaire has been prepared which will help 'to
identify gender related problems in the cooperative fi^Id.

41 As we could also see'in the previous session': once the problems are identified, it is oftenly
q\!ite easy to think of possible Solutions. That is what participants are requested to do in this
module: prepare a back home action plan, wherein they address a gender related problem
which they identified during this workshop. Depending on the positions of participants and
their own interest, this might be a training activity or a special project, or program within the
cooperative. As long as it is based on an identified need

I^,\\

.

Divide the participants into working groups 'according to their cooperatives, regions or
provinces. If 'an institution is only represented by one person, her she will have to produce all
action plan of his/her own.

L
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d Distribute Hand-out 4.1 and ask the participants to answer the questions

I^ Based on-the questions, ask each group to'identify the problem they want to give highest
priority in addressing through planned action

,

104
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Session 4. =

Objective

Duration

Mater1.15

Designing GII, action plan

.

.

111

Participants are able to design an
action plan. to GPplg the gender
specific approach'In their own work
envlrenn, ent

= . 3 hours

Results-from session 4.1

Hand-out 4.2 : GUIdellnes for

Coinpletlng the Action Plan

Based on the identification and priorities of gender related problems from session 4.1, ask
each group to jointly prepare an action plan. If an institution is represented by only one
person, belshe Will have to produce an action plan by hint herself.

.

.

.

.

121 The action plan is completed by filling in the objectives and the activities in order to achieve
the'objectives to be carried out, the time, responsible implementors, the cost, and the source
of funds (Hand-out 4.2)

131 Distribute Hand-out 4.2: Guidelines for Completing the Action Plan and explain bow it
should be filled in

141
Expl"initanj:

All action plan represents the results of earlier discussion. The plans should be realistic, and
appropriate to the goals and budget available

51
Ask. a representative from each group to present their-action plan in a plenary session.
Encourage other-participants to'comment and offer suggestions for improvements. Another
possibility is to invite a special guest from the cooperative sector, . who can comment on the
action plans.

161 Ask the participants to return to their grou^s and modify their action plans according to the
input gained in the plenary session.
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QinEST, 0^S To I^LP' DER'^V Gin^lDIE^ ,^anlD FRO"^
^, ^'I^ Coop:ERA^E S^^.

I. Is the participation of women in 'the cooperative
quantitativeIy satisfactory?

* as members

* in the BOD

o in the Statutory and other Coriumittees
* .as managers
* as staff

Do women participate as equal partners with men in the
decision making in the cooperative?
Has the selection of staff and management personnel given
the .same opportunities to women as are given to men?
Do the cooperative services respond to the needs of
(prospective) women members?
Does- the location of the cooperative focilities and the
operimg hours fit in with women's. needs?
Are the cooperative activities able to support women in
activities which produceincome?
Are the cooperative activities able to help women in home
management (reliefthem of their multiple burden)?
Is the skills training carried out by the cooperative training
institutions appropriate to women's interests?
Are the times and location of training sessions suitable for
women?

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

.

Hand-out 4.1
.

.

,
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Hand-out 4.2

Groan;,^,^^S coin. COE, ,^^G

Tn^ ACUON PUN

I. The Action Plan drawn up during the training helps you to
apply the knowledge gained in this' workshop in your work

Your Action Plan should follow this fomat:2

Identified gender related problem

Possible solution

Objectives

Activities

2.

Time-frame

3

^:I

Persons or

Institutions

responsible

Etc

1:1^.

Prepared by

Resources
.

1:11^

Sources

.:^

Expected
output

.:^

,
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Session 5.1

Objective

111

Duratlen

Materials

.

.

Wershop Evaluation

Distribute'cards of three different'colours among the participants

Participants evaluate the learnlng
process grid results Ginei f ormulate
recommendations for the

Improvement of f uture workshops
30 minutes

Colored Cards

11^

.

.

.

.

Ask the participants to write their impressions of:

* the workshop
* content

, methodology
*time-allocation

* flow of activities

* the trainers

, their co- participants
* venue

* and 'others

on the cards, using one colour for positive con^nents, a second colour for negative comments,
and a third colour for recoinmendations.

131 Sort the cards according to colours and pin them onto a softboard. Select two volunteers
appointed from among the participants to group the cards according to contents and present
the statements to the plenary assembly.

I^ Ask one of the participants to read aloud the negative and positive continents and
recommendations and discuss them afterwards in a plenary session

I.
1/3



Session 5.2

Objective

"

Duration

.

.

QOSlng Ceremonies

The workshop should be closed by a special guest. This could be the same person who was
present at the opening.

Participants are reassured of the relevance
of their achievements In the workshop grid
encouraged to Gipplg grid disseminate the gender
specific approach In their own working
environments.

Is - aO minutes

11^

.

.

The gtiest should attend the workshop evaluation session, so SIhe can get an impression of
how the workshop went and what was achieved during the workshop

11^
The representative's speech should include her/Ins views on the relevance of the workshop's
achievements for future gender awareness training workshops on CO-OP level and praise the
participants' efforts in improving the training materials for implementors of CO-OP activities.

141
The speech should also stress that participants are expected to put their plans of action drawn
up in the workshop into practice and thus disseminate the gender specific approach in the
cooperative sector

.

151
Forthe rest the same holds as forthe opening ceremonies: it is up to the workshop coordinators
how they want to fill in this part of the program. A suggestion nitght be as follows

. Invocation (by one of tlIe participants);

. Painbansang Awit (by one of the participants);
O Impressions (by two to three participants);
. Response (by workshop coordinators);
. Distribution of certificates (by the official guest).
. Message (by guest);

114

PIPpoint one of Ihe participants OS emcee. to coordinate the closing ce, 'emonies. )
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